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The founder of R3 SK8 Products was planning on launching a GoFundMe campaign for her business and needed assistance in 

writing compelling copy for the campaign. After asking the client numerous questions about her business and background, this 

is the copy I created. 

 

 

The Story 

 

R3 SK8 Products was founded by Laura Page when she decided to try to repurpose her son’s old skateboards with a jigsaw. She 

had never used any power tools before, but her creativity and resourcefulness paid off. Laura began experimenting with 

different ideas and a broad range of products was created. From keychains, cufflinks, and luggage tags, to earrings, necklaces, 

bracelets, and rings, Laura carefully handcrafts each piece with an eye for design and functionality. 

 

The Business 

 

R3 SK8 Products aims to create handcrafted accessories that are unique and fun for everyone. Each beautiful piece is carefully 

made by Laura Page from old skateboards that would otherwise be thrown away. R3 SK8 Products are high-quality accessories 

that won’t break your budget. You can be confident while wearing or using our products that you have one-of-a-kind pieces 

that are earth-friendly tributes to your love of skateboarding! 

 

About Laura 

 

R3 SK8 Products founder Laura Page has always been drawn to creative pursuits, particularly handicrafts of all kinds. Her family 

inspires her every day, and her kids’ love for skateboarding brought about the creation of R3 SK8 Products. It makes her laugh 

sometimes to see the surprise on friends’ faces when they encounter this mother of three making jewelry and other everyday 

items with power tools in her garage. Laura firmly believes in the beauty and art to be found in reusing and recycling things. She 

continues to develop new products regularly and hopes to help inspire her customers to repurpose the things they love rather 

than throwing those things away.  

 

We Need YOUR Help! 

 

Designing and making handcrafted pieces like the ones R3 SK8 Products offers is an intensive process that requires us to expand 

our company vision and goals. We can offer so much more in terms of products and designs, as well as continue to ensure high-

quality and low pricing so long as we have the necessary funding now to move forward. This is where you come in. 

 

R3 SK8 Products has been a sole proprietorship since its inception, but the company is ready to expand, and we need your help! 

In order to set up R3 SK8 Products as a limited liability company (LLC), we need to get together at least $300 within 30 days. If 

we manage to raise more funds than that, we will pour that money straight back into the company for upgrades on (or new) 

tools, jewelry supplies, and the company website.  

 

Rewards 

 

We cannot thank each of you enough for your generosity and support on this project! Your backing will enable R3 SK8 Products 

to create new and exciting accessories and décor made out of repurposed skateboards that otherwise would have ended up in 

a landfill.  

 

To thank you for your support, we will be sending all campaign donors who give a minimum of $10 or more a R3 SK8 Products 

keychain for free (including shipping). These circle keychains are cut directly from the skateboard deck so the graphics will show 

on the front and back of the keychain. All keychains will be shipped to each qualified donor within three days of his/her 

donation being made. 

http://www.r3sk8products.com/
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Thanks again for helping a green business grow! 


